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Smartphone spectroscopy – the beginnings of the IoT-compatible, ubiquitous lab-in-a-phone network
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When a person holds their smartphone in their hands they are holding arguably one of the most advanced
technologies the world has ever seen. According to an infographics compiled by Experts Exchange [1] a
Smartphone Samsung Galaxy 6, for example, is currently credited with the power of 18 Cray-2
supercomputers from 1985. But this technology is more than just improving computer chips – it is driven by
a commercial market unmatched in size because of consumer desire, and willingness to pay, for
communication with entertainment, cognizant or otherwise. This commercial opportunity is driving
technological progress to shrink components that exists nowhere else, mass produce CMOS imaging chips as
good as CCDs if not better, use the smallest gyros for accurate positioning, create and integrate the most
energy efficient compact red, green and blue (RGB) light emitting diodes (LEDs) for displays and create
equally efficient white LEDs for illumination. All these technologies run for hours on a single and relatively
tiny battery package and are controlled by a host of devices and signal processing software that in principle
anyone can modify, create and upload via the internet (at least in the Android market to date). In fact, it is
likely that the equipment in the pocket of nearly everybody has superior componentry and control than the
much of the instrumentation technology in the best laboratories.
To illustrate this power, let us consider its ability to revolutionise spectroscopy and a standard spectrometer
(Figure 1). It is not going to have detectors with the resolution of a smartphone, relying instead on often
inferior technology but with optical path lengths scaled up until a particular resolution is achieved – double
monochromators may even use multiple traverses to increase sensitivity. However, there has also been
substantial progress in the mini-bulk spectrometer field. Many companies nowadays sell compact and
optimised spectrometers, using better CMOS arrays, some of which have benefited from smartphone
development, and better dispersive elements and folded paths to offer new portable instrumentation (often
with no moving parts). These are sold both as fully functioning instruments that need to be accompanied by
separate optics or as advanced optoelectronic modules to be integrated into customer specific industrial
sensing systems. However, the niche markets involved in the sensor world as they stand limits the
justification for technological development of the kind seen within smartphones, which in turn limits the
costs that can be afforded.
Why can’t we leverage off the smartphone platform and use all of its advanced technology to build a range
of instrumentation and smartphone spectrometers? Why not exploit the power of a smartphone driven purely
for imaging purposes and a crazy desire for ultra-high resolution selfies? Certainly the signal processing
required taking spectra and processing data is already there and in combination with wireless and Bluetooth
capability the potential for superior portability, when powered by the smartphone battery, offers a
tremendous advantage over these new generations of compact spectrometers. Indeed, accessibility becomes
as important as portability – imagine in the middle of Africa where no power exists but everyone has a
smartphone charged by the local village shop, perhaps with a solar charger, that requires spectral analysis of
biological pathogens or chemicals. And ideally in real-time so that measurements in one place can be
correlated with those in another – all the while the ability to use the same instrumentation to communicate to
one’s colleagues or family is retained. In this way, one can speculate that something as tragic as the recent
Ebola crisis could be better managed and contained if the long awaited IoT was in place and data collected

from a smartgrid of smartphones, shared and mapped live through that grid – a case of novel spectroscopy
mapping of an unheralded kind. This seems like a desirable future – can we do it?
Typically, a spectrum is a continuous distribution of radiant energy with varying intensity and frequency
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Figure 1. (a) The principle behind simple absorption and fluorescence spectrometers. Both involve an optical or excitation
source, tuneable dispersive element and photodetector. Other more robust variations may replace the photodetector with
a CCD or CMOS array and fix the dispersive element whilst still others may, instead, use tuneable sources. In the
fluorescence case this excitation source is often 90⁰ making it relatively simple to combine the two; (b) the smartphone
dual absorption and fluorescence spectrometer [2]. Shown are all the components which make up its structure. The optical
source can be the smartphone camera white LED or an external source can be inserted into the smartphone circuitry. Here
a 370 nm UV LED is shown; in principle any spectral emitted can be integrated provided it can run off the smartphone
battery. The circuit was modified slightly so that both white LED and external diode can be run without any problems. For
anything outside of the spectral window of the silicon based CMOS chip, an additional detector or array operating in that
window can be similarly inserted. Inset shows the system with cover on.

dispersion. Most commonly we are familiar with it being obtained using a broadband source such as a white
light emitting diode or spectrally sweeping a narrow band source such as a tuneable laser through a
dispersive component or material. The sources can vary tremendously and occupy any part of the
electromagnetic spectrum. The interaction between the radiative energy from the source and the sample
being probed is classically described in terms of absorption, emission and scattering. Figure 1 (a) summarises
the basic layout of an ideal, simple spectrometer for absorption - given that much absorption work occurs in
the visible we can consider the source of be something like a white light emitting diode (LED). Our
smartphone has one of these – it is used to illuminate areas so they can be imaged through the camera lens
onto the high resolution CMOS chip. Thus we recognise immediately we have the basic hardware
components of the absorption spectrometer in our smartphone – an optical source and a detector. In this case
the detector is an array of accurately known receivers and a slit is not necessary. What is needed and which is
not present is the dispersive element splitting the white light into its constituent parts after passing through a
sample. Figure 1 (a) depicts a dispersive prism but to use this we would need to have a folded path to reflect
the spectra onto the CMOS chip, with red light at one end and blue at the other. A much simpler approach is
to use a dispersive, reflective grating. Figure 1 (b) shows a simple low cost grating fabricated by
polymerisation of a polymer gel over a mask template before sputtering a layer of gold. The template
structure “nano-imprints” a periodic structure which is translated into the gold film. This gold grating can
then be used to disperse a collimated beam from the white LED of the smartphone passed through a sample
onto the CMOS chip. A software app can then take the signals from the chip and plot the corresponding
spectra (after the instrument is calibrated). There are other ways and other elements once can do this but this
works well enough and allows us to modify the grating at will.

Multiple instrumentation or functionality on a smartphone [2] is more desirable still and we build on earlier
work demonstrating how a smartphone display itself can be used to excite fluorescent dye-doped, large
spheres self-assembled from nanoparticles [3] – the beginning of “lab-in-a-phone”. A dual absorption and
fluorescence spectrometer is shown in Figure 1 (b). The excitation source is often placed at 90⁰ to reduce the
likelihood of excitation light reaching the photo detectors. Further, the optical excitation power density
required is often much higher than that for absorption spectra and the quantum efficiency of the white diode
may be quite small meaning significantly less light is generated than energy is put in. With current
technology the illumination from the white LED, and indeed the individual RGB diodes making up the
screen, are too low for most fluorescence applications without significant optics to collect stray light. At this
point in time, it is necessary to integrate an additional source, bearing in mind that ideally we want to retain
portability and global accessibility. The most immediate approach to address this is to use the smartphone
battery for power – others have used smartphones for fluorescence spectrometer applications [4,5] but these
have invariably required external power sources. Fortunately, low powered but efficient LEDs across the
spectrum are available and increasingly even down to the deep UV and at other wavelengths outside the
existing white and RGB bands – for specific fluorescence applications this becomes enabling.
The final configuration will look something like that shown in Figure 1 (b), a prototype we have built using
3D printing to fabricate the customised casing which includes both sample and mask supports. Despite its
compact size, we obtained a spectral resolution better than 0.2 nm, reflecting the high density of CMOS
pixels. In this case a switch is used to alternate between absorption and fluorescence measurements though
there is no reason with additional electronics why that cannot be automated. Here, the added blue or UV
LED is placed at 90⁰ whilst the white diode is used to pass through the sample, placed in a cuvette that can
be inserted into the instrument. The Au-coated polymer mask is positioned such that it delivers light towards
the CMOS chip and a small lens attempts to collimate light before reaching the prism whilst filters at the
receiving end can be used to filter out any part of the spectrum so desired. In this particular model, the
sample is standardised to a cuvette; however, there is scope for much broader variations including chambers
for slides. We have also made spectrometers with optical fibres as the optical collection conduit [6].
Figure 4 illustrates samples measured using the smartphone spectrometer reported in [2] where absorption
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Figure 2. Spectra measured on the smartphone and benchtop spectrometers [2]. Absorption spectra of the pH probe
acquired with: (a) the smartphone, and (b) the benchtop spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-2401PC). Fluorescence
2+
spectra of pH and Zn probe acquired with: (c) the smartphone and (d) the benchtop fluorimeter (Varian Cary Eclipse).
The fluorescent markers are tailored napthalimide based dyes, although other species can be used. The optical
resolution over a 300 to 700 nm span is 0.42 nm/pixel group which can be reduced to < 0.2 nm when noting that the
pixel group in this smartphone is made up of three distinct RGB pixels lined up in the direction of interrogation.

and fluorescence of two chemosensor dyes synthesized for pH and Zn2+ measurements respectively [7].
Monitoring changes in pH is one standard used to gauge water quality by many national water agencies [8]
whilst fluctuations in Zn2+ within tissues are associated with a range of biomedical conditions, including
wound healing, heart related problems such as ischemia, stroke and Alzheimer’s disease. Using fluorescence
to detect Zn2+ is consequently an area under considerable investigation [9].
In order to improve signal-to-noise, sensitivity and time response, monitoring in real applications is often
undertaken as direct, fixed wavelength power measurements. In these cases, the actual spectra is not
necessary given the integrated area, or power, can be used effectively for high resolution measurements
where the dispersive element is removed and the CMOS chip acts a straight photo detector [10]. Good
correspondence for pH measurements against the data periodically published by the NSW state monitoring
agency was obtained. Further, smartphone sensing can be used to map pH measurements in real time through
the internet [11]. This leads to the concept of “IoT forensics”, an approach alluded to earlier as of significant
value for mapping real time spread, for example, of disease such as those that give rise to fear of a potential
epidemic (it is not limited to smartphone sensors).
Direct power measurements provide better sensitivity. As part of the Talented Students Program, a group of
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Figure 5. Smartphone spectrometer measurements of (a) chlorophyll: (b) spectra at different concentrations; (c) direct
power measurements with no dispersive element present. Modified from [12].

1st year undergraduate students under the mentorship of a 3rd year undergraduate were able to measure with
the spectrometer the spectra of chlorophyll [12], Figure 5. Chlorophyll monitoring by direct absorption
power measurements is another standards parameter often used in gauging water health [13]. Levels above 4
µg/L are considered problematic, indicating excessive leaching of farmland fertilizer into waterways. They
found the sensitivity by measuring spectra where a considerable amount of light is lost insufficient to detect
the levels considered unhealthy for water systems. Instead, Figure 5 (c) shows the results obtained by the
students using a direct measurement of power to reduce the light intensity lost by the dispersive element per
pixel. The students were able to achieve a noise floor < 1.8 µg/L with the existing spectrometer.
In conclusion, spectroscopy on a phone can be integrated into a network of thousands of other instruments
monitoring, sharing and processing data to build real-time regional and global maps of a range of phenomena
across medical, agricultural, environmental and other disciplines. Future variations may also include
smartwatch spectrometers and the like. Ubiquitous “household” spectroscopy is enabled by extraordinary
decreases in cost – basic smartphones are presently as low as $US 25 [14]. Alternative power sources can
also be used, as many others have, whilst recognising the specific needs and tolerances of a desired
application. Whilst the benefits are clearly enormous, including a terrific example for the modern student to
play with, a final note of caution is the potential danger this new IoT sensor “skin” of an increasingly

intelligent network may bring – it may bring forth the “singularity” and therefore the end of human kind
[15].
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